
clown hysteria has increased recently. 
Clown sighting have even been reported 
in the UK. Recently,  a man in Sweden 
has been stabbed by an attacker wear-
ing a clown mask (“Attacker in Clown,” 
2016). Also recently, “a group of men in 
clown outfits surrounded four 10-year-old 
children and threatened them with what 
turned out to be fake chainsaws” (“Attack-
er in Clown,” 2016). Those kids definitely 
won’t be asking for a clown at their next 
birthday party. 

 With the negative association 
clowns have currently, McDonald's an-
nounced that it would reduce the use of 
its clown faced mascot, Ronald McDonald 
(“Attacker in Clown,” 2016). Honestly, 
though, McDonald’s should have done 
this a long time ago. Ronald McDonald, 
the clown, has always been a little creepy. 

  Many believe that the clown hys-
teria will further increase because of 
Halloween. Even if it is meant as a joke, 
it is strongly advised (obviously) not risk 
wearing a clown mask, in fear of being 
attacked out of a panic defense reaction. If 
you see a someone with a white painted 
face, a red nose, and a joker smile, RUN!

 Lately, a wave of mass hysteria has be-
gun with the rise in criminal clown activity. 
There have been supposed instances of stab-
bing, child luring, and breaking and entering. 
What most people do not know is that this is 
nothing new.

  Creepy clown sightings started way 
back in the 80s. The first reported sighting 
was in Massachusetts by a group of children 
who claimed seeing clowns in a black van 
(“The Great Clown,” 2016). This sparked the 
‘phantom clown’ phenomenon, which cre-
ated scares all across the country. Clowns 
have always had a bad reputation in history 
though. “Andrew Stott, professor of English 
at the University at Buffalo, concurs that 
“clowns have always been considered social-
ly marginal, always on the edge of society”” 
(“The Surprising History,” 2016). ““It’s sort 
of a misconception to ask, When did clowns 
turn bad?” argues Benjamin Radford, author 
of Bad Clowns and a member of the Ameri-
can Folklore Society. “The notion of clowns 
as good is fairly modern”” (“The Surprising 
History,” 2016). So you see, it is normal to be 
freaked out by clowns! I mean who wouldn’t 
be frightened by a deranged looking circus 
enthusiast. 

 There is no doubt though that the 
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Halloween Treats!

Ingredients
½ cup shortening
½ cup peanut butter
½ cup brown sugar
½ cup sugar
1 egg
2 tbsp milk
1 tsp vanilla
1¾ cup flour
1 tsp baking soda
½ tsp salt
¼ cup sugar (for rolling)
48 miniature Reese's cups, unwrapped and 
frozen
96 candy eyes
½ cup chocolate chips

Directions
Preheat oven to 375.
In a large bowl, beat together shortening, 
peanut butter, egg, sugar, brown sugar, va-
nilla and milk.
In a medium bowl, whisk together flour, 
baking soda and salt.
Gradually add dry mixture to wet mixture 
and beat until blended.

Form into 1" balls.
Roll in sugar and place a couple of 
inches apart on ungreased cookie 
sheet.
Bake 10-12 minutes or until golden.
Immediately, gently press an upside 
down frozen peanut butter cupon 
top of each cookie and move to wire 
rack to cool.
After placing and moving all of the 
cookies on the wire rack. put in place 
the candy eyes while chocolate is still 
slightly soft.
Place in refrigerator for 10 minutes 
to allow cookies to firm.
Place chocolate chips in corner of 
zippered sandwich bag.
Microwave for 20 seconds, knead 
and repeat until chocolate is melted.
Clip very small piece off of corner of 
bag to allow for piping and draw 8 
legs on each spider cookie.
Place in refrigerator for 10 minutes 
to allow legs to set.

Recipe from Pinterest

Halloween Peanut Butter   
Spider Cookies Recipe

By: Sydney Dickson 



Haunted Mansion Screaming   
Pretzels

Ingredients

Mini twist pretzels

Dark chocolate candy melts

Candy eyeballs

Directions

1. Melt the chocolate candy melts according to the directions on 
the package, adding a small amount of vegetable oil to the mix-
ture for easy dipping.

2. Dip the pretzels into the candy melts, coating both sides. 
Place the pretzel on waxed paper making sure the bottom sec-
tion of the pretzel is not filled with chocolate.

3. Insert melted chocolate into the top two sections of the pret-
zel. Place a candy eyeball into the top two sections. Allow to 
set until firm.



 Football in 
autumn is a staple 
for every Sunday 
afternoon.  It creates a 
bonding experience and 
a chance for families to 
congregate.  In this area 
the Eagles dominate 
much of the fanatic 
sports fan’s attention 
and dedication. The 
team has been off to 
a good start in the 
season, but fell to the 
Washington Redskins 
on Sunday, this 
dropped their record 
to 3-2.  Carson Wentz 
is making a name for 
himself early in his 
career, named one of 
the top QB’s in week 
6 at only 23 years old.  
The Eagles have lost 
two games in a row, 

but it’s difficult to put 
all the blame directly 
on Wentz.  They played 
a nail biting game 
against Detroit, trailing 
only a point behind at 
24-23 with only 1:30 
left.  Wentz corked 
a throw intercepted, 
both receiver Nelson 
Agholor and Wentz 
took a lot of heat for 
improper position 
and pass placement.  
Against Washington 
down by 27-20 Wentz 
drove the offense to the 
Washington 42- yard 
line before taking two 
sacks.  Many believe 
these mistakes will 
serve Wentz and the 
entire team well in the 
future and they will 
be able to learn from 
failure.       

Summary of Eagles 
in October

By: Morgan McElroy



 Saturday Night Live returned to primetime television at the start of Oc-
tober,  and is already receiving outstanding ratings. From the hilarious 
political satire skits to the performances from well-respected bands such as 
twenty one pilots, the season is off to a great start. 
 The second episode’s host was Lin-Manuel Miranda, who created and 
starred in Broadway’s current hit musical Hamilton. He started the show with 
an opening monologue, in which he ended up rapping most of it. References 
to the presidential election as well as his homage with Hamilton made for an 
intriguing introduction. Paired with more impressions from the presidential 
debate, such as Alec Baldwin’s Trump, the criticism of the ongoing current 
events became satirical and hilarious as opposed to the counter view, which is 
worrying over the troubling state our country is in. 
 Apart from the critiques of politicians, the program provided the coun-
try with something that it desperately needed: a good laugh at the insanity that 
we have all been pulled into. In making light of our downward spiral into an 
election where neither candidate is ideal nor both are horrible examples of hu-
man beings, SNL has reminded the nation that we are capable of laughing in 
the face of such adversity. The reason that SNL is off to such a great start this 
season is their satires of subjects that worry the public the most. Just as Hamil-
ton reminds us that our history is never as closed a system that we assume it to 
be, SNL reminds us that our current events are never beyond a good laugh at.  
 The musical performance of the night included the well-established 
and respected twenty one pilots. The duo first performed their newest hit 
“Heathens”, the lead single from the soundtrack to Suicide Squad. In this live 
performance, Joseph and Dun were joined by a string orchestra in the back-
ground to give the song a catchier feel. Joseph also experimented with some 
vocal changes throughout the song, and did the same for their later perfor-
mance of “Ride”. Overall, Joseph and Dun had great performances which 
wrapped up a great night of hilarious skits and riveting live music.  

SNL S42 EP2 Recap
By: Grace Zwierzyna



More Fun with Halloween!

Did you know . . . 

1. The word clown is believed 
to come from the Icelandic 
word klunni, meaning a clumsy 
person.

2. The declaration of Inter-
national Clown Week was passed 
into US law by President Richard 
Nixon on August 2, 1971.

3. Coulrophobia is the fear of 
clowns.

4. The first killer clown in fic-
tion appeared in the 1892 Italian 
opera Pagliacci.

5. The world’s oldest clown so-
ciety, Clowns International, was 
founded in 1947.

6. In the German language the 
word clown means ‘don’t leave 
the kids alone with that one’!

7. Clowns have their own set 
of rules to follow- namely, the 
Clown Code of Ethics.



What Your Favorite Candy Says About You
By: Maria Marabito

Gummy Bears: You are a little kid at heart. You are funny, light 
hearted and can not resist eating a bag of gummy bears like 
you did when you were 8 years old. You are a goof ball and you 
crack a joke any chance you get.

A Chocolate Bar- If this classic candy is your favorite, then 
you are simple and have a minimalistic attitude. You are relat-
able, approachable, and are always there for others.

Butterfinger- You have an old soul and a mature taste for 
things. You find superficial things petty and a waste of time 
and you do not get caught up with drama. 

Reese’s : If this candy is your favorite, then you are a little in-
decisive. Choosing between two things is extremely difficult 
with you but with Reese’s, you do not have to choose between 
chocolate and peanut butter. You get the best of both.

Skittles- You are happy go lucky and very optimistic. A glass 
half full kind of person, you are known to smile a lot and 
rarely be down. That is why the Taste the Rainbow Feel the 
Rainbow candy is your go to.

Candy Corn- If this classic Halloween treat is your favorite, 
then you are the kind of person where your friends love you 
but those who do not know you may find you hard to ap-
proach. You have  a strong personality that can be really ap-
preciated by a few close friends.

Kit Kat- You are very social and always are seen talking to 
someone. Since you are always busy with plans to go out with 
friends, you need a little you time, which you always make 
sure to carve out, even if it is just a 15 minute break.

York- You are a bit of a neat freak and are super organized in 
every aspect of your life. You have modern, simplistic taste 
and like this refreshing treat to reenergize your senses.

Smarties- You are a bit of an overachiever: President of a cou-
ple clubs, honors student, star athlete. Good for you! With 
all that keeping you busy, you deserve this sweet treat with 
its motivating name.
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